
Meet Alice Everdeen, an Emmy-nominated writer, top-rated voice actor,

and entrepreneur who swapped conventional living for life on a converted

school bus and finding joy in the unexpected. With a knack for storytelling,

Alice now inspires entrepreneurs worldwide, using her unique experiences

to craft compelling narratives that resonate. As a motivational speaker, she

couples her journey of self-discovery and resilience with an infectious

energy, inspiring listeners to find joy and success in their own stories.

Combining her media expertise with real-life examples and engaging

audience exercises (the mental kind), Alice delivers a perspective as

unique as her home, leaving audiences enlightened, energized, and ready

to embrace their own adventures.

Where Entrepreneurial Joy & Success Meet the Belly Laugh
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Audience Takeaways:
Key findings from the 2023 World Happiness
Report and how to apply them to everyday life,
professionally and personally.
Real-life examples of companies boosting their
bottom line by investing in employee happiness.
Methods to own your story (failures and all!) and
use it to your advantage.
Techniques to reframe challenges and setbacks,
turning them into opportunities for growth.
The importance of humor and a positive mindset
in maintaining a joyful work environment.
Fun and engaging exercises to boost your mood
faster than your coffee.
The role of self-care in maintaining work-life
balance and enhancing productivity.
Ways to advocate for workplace happiness and
well-being, inspiring others to follow suit.

Get in Touch!
Alice@AliceEverdeen.com

AliceEverdeen.com

Speaking Topics:

"Alice brought a level of
expertise, energy, and
engagement that is truly
rare to find, and she made
a lasting impression. I
would highly recommend
Alice to anyone looking for
a top-notch presenter."
Terri Wyman, Event Organizer

"Alice simply thinks
differently and
encourages you to do the
same with your business.
She offers a unique
approach that truly thinks
outside every box, and she
helped me find ways to do
so, too."

985-334-7184

Brad Grochowski, Attendee

1. Happiness is a Habit: Embracing Joy in the Workplace and Beyond

2. Bouncing Back with a Bang: The Resilient Road to Success

3. Busting Burnout: The Ultimate Work-Life Balance Workout


